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Abstract
Gold introduced the notion of learning in the limit where a class S is learnable iff there is a recursive
machine M which reads the course of values of a function f and converges to a program for f whenever f
is in S. An important measure for the speed of convergence in this model is the quantity of mind changes
before the onset of convergence. The oldest model is to consider a constant bound on the number of mind
changes M makes on any input function; such a bound is referred here as type 1. Later this was generalized
to a bound of type 2 where a counter ranges over constructive ordinals and is counted down at every mind
change. Although ordinal bounds permit the inference of richer concept classes than constant bounds, they
still are a severe restriction. Therefore the present work introduces two more general approaches to bounding
mind changes. These are based on counting by going down in a linearly ordered set (type 3) and on counting
by going down in a partially ordered set (type 4). In both cases the set must not contain inﬁnite descending
recursive sequences. These four types of mind changes yield a hierarchy and there are identiﬁable classes
that cannot be learned with the most general mind change bound of type 4. It is shown that existence of
type 2 bound is equivalent to the existence of a learning algorithm which converges on every (also nonre-
cursive) input function and the existence of type 4 is shown to be equivalent to the existence of a learning
algorithm which converges on every recursive function. A partial characterization of type 3 yields a result of
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independent interest in recursion theory.The interplaybetweenmind change complexity and choiceof hypoth-
esis space is investigated. It is established that for certain concept classes, a more expressive hypothesis space
can sometimes reduce mind change complexity of learning these classes. The notion of mind change bound
for behaviourally correct learning is indirectly addressed by employing the above four types to restrict the
number of predictive errors of commission in ﬁnite error next value learning (NV′′) – a model equivalent to
behaviourally correct learning. Again, natural characterizations for type 2 and type 4 bounds are derived.
Their naturalness is further illustrated by characterizing them in terms of branches of uniformly recursive
families of binary trees.
Crown copyright © 2003 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Gold [8] introduced a formal model of learning in the limit, see also [5,6,24]. This model is now
usually referred to as Ex-identiﬁcation. In this model, a learner M is a computable function from
lN∗ to lN which receives increasing segments of the values f(0), f(1), . . . of a recursive function f ,
one element at a time. As it is receiving these values, M outputs a sequence of computer programs
p0, p 1, . . . intended to describe f : pn = M(f(0)f(1) . . . f(n)). M is said to Ex-identify f just in case
the sequence of programs converges to one program for f . Ex denotes the collection of all classes
S of functions for which there is a machine that learns each function in S .
Identiﬁcation in the limit is a very general model which has turned out to be useful in analyz-
ing learnability of rich concept classes for which only negative results can be obtained using more
restricted learning models. An example of such an Ex-learnable class is the class of all primitive-re-
cursive functions. Nevertheless, the limitations of this model are only of recursion-theoretic nature
and therefore one has been looking for additional constraints which might, for example, reﬂect the
topological structure of the class to be learned. One approach in this direction is to analyze the
process of convergence.
Ba¯rzdins and Freivalds [4] introduced the most direct approach by considering the constraint
that a learner can only revise its hypothesis a ﬁxed number of times. Such revisions are called mind
changes. Case and Smith [6] extensively continued to study this notion. It turned out that this con-
straint is very restrictive, since it places the same constant bound on the number of permitted mind
changes for every concept in the class being learned. It does not allow the possibility that a more
“complex” concept may require a larger bound on the number of mind changes than a “simpler”
concept.
Motivated by such limitations, Freivalds and Smith [7] introduced the use of constructive ordi-
nals [26] to bound the number of mind changes. The idea is to count down an ordinal counter at
every mind change. Since there is no inﬁnite descending chain of ordinals, the learner will always
converge. Note that starting with a natural number n in the ordinal counter is equivalent to permit-
ting at most nmind changes – at each mind change, the counter goes down by 1 and reaches 0 after
at most nmind changes. But using higher ordinals as ω, one can learn classes which are unlearnable
with respect to any constant bound on the number of mind changes.
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An example is the class of all decreasing functions. The learner starts with the boundω and counts
the bound down to f(0) after seeing f(0) and conjecturing f(0)∞. Now the current hypothesis is
– at stage x – always f(0)f(1) . . . f(x) f(x)∞ and the current ordinal is f(x) so that the ordinal is
counted down if and only if there is a real mind change by a new value f(x) properly smaller than
the previous value f(x − 1). Indeed one can characterize learners with a mind change bound ω as
machines which output an upper bound on the further number of mind changes after doing their
ﬁrst mind change.
Similarly, learning with mind change bound ω + n is announcing such a bound at the (n+ 1)th
mind change and a learner withmind change bound 2ω + nmay in addition revise this upper bound
once.
Ambainis et al. [1] as well as Jain and Sharma [9] used ordinals to measure the mind change com-
plexity of learning pattern languages, unions of pattern languages and elementary formal systems (a
logic programming system on strings). Recently, Jain and Sharma [10] have applied these techniques
directly to measure the mind change complexity of learning logic programs from positive facts and
from both positive and negative facts.
Motivated by the above applications, this paper asks the question: “Are there more general ways
of bounding the number of mind changes than ordinals?” The answer is afﬁrmative. The idea is to
use any partially ordered set Q for the counter values such that the counter changes to a strictly
lower value whenever the learnermakes amind change. There are restrictions of various typesmade
on Q in order to enforce that the notion does not become too general; the minimum requirement is
that Q does not have a recursive inﬁnite descending chain.
Learners and mind change bounds are now deﬁned formally in Deﬁnitions 1.1 and 1.2; afterwards
a summary of the results is given. Although the most fundamental notions of learning theory are
explained here, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with basic notions of inductive inference as
can be found in the book of Osherson et al. [24] and in the paper of Case and Smith [6]. Odifreddi
[23] gives an introduction to recursion theory and explains the recursion-theoretic notions used in
the present work.
Deﬁnition 1.1. A learnerM is a recursive function from lN∗ to lN.M Ex-learns a class S of functions
iff, for every f ∈ S , M almost always outputs a hypothesis e such that the eth partial-recursive
function (with respect to a ﬁxed acceptable numbering ϕ) is f : f =ϕe.
The learner can be equipped with a counter where the counter has to satisfy the following
properties:
• The counter is a recursive function from lN∗ to a set Q;
• Q is recursively enumerable and has a recursive partial ordering;
• If    andM() /= M() then the counter value at  is strictly below the counter value at  with
respect to the ordering on Q.
Counters are explicitly added to learners when needed.
Deﬁnition 1.2. Let k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. A class S of functions is learnable with mind change bounds of
type k iff there exists a learner M which is equipped with a counter such that:
• The counter satisﬁes the conditions from Deﬁnition 1.1;
• The range Q and its ordering satisfy the condition below belonging to type k;
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Type 1: Q is ﬁnite;
Type 2:Q is well-ordered;
Type 3:Q is linearly ordered and there is no inﬁnite recursive descending chain in Q;
Type 4:There is no inﬁnite recursive descending chain in Q.
Here Q has an inﬁnite recursive descending chain iff there is a recursive sequence 0, 1, . . . of
members of Q such that for all n, n+1 is strictly below n.
1.1. Properties and characterizations of mind change bound types
The following properties are shown. The four types of mind change bounds form a hierarchy
which does not cover Ex. For each type of mind change bound, the learnable classes are closed
under union: if two classes S1 and S2 are Ex-learnable respecting a mind change bound of type k ,
then the class S1 ∪ S2 is also Ex-learnable respecting a mind change bound of type k .
A number of interesting characterizations gives evidence that these generalized notions of
mind change bounds are quite natural. For example, a class of functions can be learned with
a mind change bound of the fourth type iff it can be learned by a learner which converges on
every recursive function. Recall that Osherson et al. [24] named a learner, which converges on
every input sequence, conﬁdent. Ambainis et al. [1] showed that a class of recursively enumer-
able sets is conﬁdently learnable from positive data iff it is learnable with some ordinal mind
change bound. This result carries over to the world of function learning: a class of functions
can be learned with a mind change bound of the second type iff it can be learned by a conﬁ-
dent learner.
Unfortunately, there is no such nice characterization for the mind change bound of the third
type. Nevertheless, some attempts are done; a sufﬁcient condition and slightly weak necessary
condition are established. An implication between two of these conditions gives as a corollary
some insight that is of independent interest in recursive function theory. The sufﬁcient and
necessary conditions are the following: If a class S of functions is learnable by a machine that
converges on every function which is recursive relative to the halting problem, then S can be
learned with a mind change bound of the third type. If a machine M learns a class with a mind
change bound of the third type, then M converges on every function of hyperimmune-free
Turing degree. Furthermore, it is established that the mentioned sufﬁcient condition is not
necessary.
1.2. Mind changes and hypothesis space
The next set of results is about the interplay between mind change bounds and hypothesis
space. The choice of a richer hypothesis space can lead to mind change complexity advantages.
An extreme case of this phenomenon is the existence of a class S with the following proper-
ties: S can be learned with a mind change bound of the ﬁrst type with respect to the standard
hypothesis space of an acceptable programming system. But if some machine M learns S with
respect to a class-preserving hypothesis space then M does not respect a mind change bound
of any type.
The mind change bounds of the second and fourth type are well-behaved with respect to class-
preserving learning in the following way. Suppose {f0, f1, . . .} and {g0, g1, . . .} are two uniformly
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recursive numberings for a class of functions S . Now, if S can be learned with respect to the hy-
pothesis space {f0, f1, . . .} respecting a mind change bound of the second or fourth type, then S can
also be learned with respect to the hypothesis space {g0, g1, . . .} respecting a mind change bound of
the same type.
1.3. Mind changes and BC-learning
The notion of convergence in Ex-identiﬁcation is syntactic, that is, the learner is required to
output the same hypothesis from some point onwards. Behaviourally correct (BC) identiﬁcation
[4,6,25] is a generalization of Ex-learning in which the notion of convergence is semantic, that is,
the learner is required to output hypotheses, which may differ syntactically from each other, for
the same concept after some point onwards. This weakened deﬁnition of convergence allows larger
collections of functions to be learned.
The mind change complexity is not directly adapted to the model of BC-learning, but is built
into the model of “ﬁnite error next value prediction” NV′′ – Podnieks [25] proved that this
model is equivalent to BC. In this model a learner is allowed to be partial recursive. The learn-
er M is successful on a class of functions S just in case for each f ∈S , M predicts f almost
everywhere, that is, for almost all x, M is deﬁned on the initial segment f(0)f(1) . . . f(x) and
outputs the value f(x + 1). The learner M may either diverge or make false predictions on
ﬁnitely many initial segments of each f ∈S as well as on every initial segment for functions
outside the class S .
In the context of Ex-learning, a mind change bound gives a “measure” of the “incorrect” ac-
tivity that a learner indulges in before it is successful. For NV′′ (and hence equivalently for BC),
the portion of the input where the learner makes a false prediction or no prediction at all may be
viewed similarly. Hence, it is not inappropriate to view a false prediction or the lack of a prediction
as a mind change. There are two kinds of mind changes:
• A learner M makes a hard mind change if M is deﬁned on an initial segment but makes a false
prediction.
• A learner M makes a weak mind change if M is undeﬁned.
One employs the four types of bounding mind changes to restrict the number of hard mind
changes of a learner. Note that bounding both, hard and weak mind changes, gives the correspond-
ing subclasses of Ex since the process of counting down explicitly informs about mind changes and
supplies the information needed in order to transform a BC-learner into an Ex-learner.
As a further proof of the naturalness of the second and the fourth types of mind change bounds is
that for BC-identiﬁcation, a similar characterization to that of Ex-identiﬁcation holds. Surprisingly,
the notion of Ex-identiﬁcation without any bounds on the number of mind changes turns out to be
incomparable to BC-identiﬁcation with mind change bound of any type.
Merkle and Stephan [22] characterized the learnability for several criteria in terms of uniform-
ly recursive classes of trees. For example a class S of {0, 1}-valued functions is BC-learnable iff
there is a uniformly recursive family of trees T0, T1, . . . such that every function in S is an isolated
branch of some Ti but not a nonisolated branch of any Tj . Similar characterizations are given for
both Ex-learning and BC-learning respecting mind change bounds of second and fourth types. In
order to keep notation simple, only classes of {0, 1}-valued functions are considered for these
characterizations.
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1.4. Language learning and mind changes
Generalized mind change bounds are also considered for language learning from positive data
(texts). The four types of bounds can be adapted to this scenario and many but not all results lift
from the function case to the language case.
2. Learning functions
This section deals with characterizations of the various types of mind changes via the classes
of functions on which the learners converge. While the second and fourth type have nice natural
characterizations, that one for the third type is partial. But since this partial characterization implies
the result on the second type, it is convenient to start with the third type.
Theorem 2.1. LetM be a recursive learner for S which converges on every function which is recursive
relative to the halting problem K. Then S can be Ex-learned with bounded mind changes of the third
type.
Proof. Let 0, 1, 2, . . . = , 0, 1, . . . be an one-one enumeration of all strings such that 0 =  and,
for all n,m, k , a, b ∈ lN, if m = na, k = nb and a < b then n < m < k . Furthermore, let M be an
Ex-learner for S which converges on every function which is recursive relative to the halting prob-
lem K . In order to show that S can be learned with a mind change bound of the third type, it is not
necessary to change M . It is sufﬁcient to add the following counter toM .
• The counter value of M at  is the empty string.
• On nonempty input , search for n, a1, . . . , an, b such that
◦  = a1 . . . anb;◦ a1 > 0, . . . , an > 0;
◦ For every nonempty preﬁx   ,M() is a new guess different from the immediate preceding
one iff there is an m ∈ {1, . . . , n} with  = a1 . . . am .
Let the counter value be a1 . . . an.
• Let Q ⊆ lN∗ be the set of those counter values which are actually taken by M on some input
string. Let the ordering on Q be the Kleene–Brouwer-ordering where a1 . . . anb1 . . . bm iff
◦ either n > m and a1 = b1, . . . , am = bm
◦ or there is a k with k  n, k  m, a1 = b1, . . . , ak−1 = bk−1 and ak < bk .
Note that the Kleene–Brouwer-ordering differs from the lexicographic ordering by the fact that
a string extension is below and not above the extended string.
Now assume by way of contradiction that Q contains a recursive inﬁnite descending chain
1, 2, . . . ∈ lN∗. Consider any subsequence i1 , i2 , . . . consisting of those i which have a ﬁxed
length c: This subsequence is a descending sequence in lNc with respect to the well-ordering induced
by the lexicographic on lNc. Thus this sequence is ﬁnite. Therefore one can construct a recursive
subsequence j1 , j2 , . . . such that each jk has at least length k .
The resulting strings approximate monotonously an inﬁnite sequence a1a2 . . . ∈ lN∞ which
can be computed in the limit. This sequence deﬁnes the function f = a1a2 . . . which is recursive
in K .
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Each ﬁnite part a1 . . . an  a1a2 . . . belongs to some string ik = a1 . . . an b1 . . . bm occurring in
the sequence. By the choice of the sequence and the counter, M(a1 . . . an) is an index different
from the index output by M immediately before, that is, M has just made a mind change on
a1 . . . an . It then follows that M makes on f inﬁnitely many mind changes in contrary to the
assumption on M .
SinceM converges on all functions f T K , the setQ does not have a recursive inﬁnite descending
chain. 
One can verify that whenever there is an inﬁnite descending sequence inQ then there is a function
f such that M does not converge on f . In particular, if M converges on every function – whether
recursive or not – then the Q constructed above does not have any inﬁnite descending chain. The
converse is also true: if there is any learner and associated counter such that the range of this counter
does not have any inﬁnite descending chain, then the learner converges on every function, even on
every nonrecursive one.
Thus one gets the result of Ambainis et al. [1] who showed – in the setting of learning languages
from positive data – that a learner can be equipped with an ordinal counter bounding the mind
changes iff the learner converges on every input function. Recall that Osherson et al. [24] named
learners which converge on every input function conﬁdent.
Theorem 2.2. A class S can be learned via a learner and an associated counter witnessing bounded
mind changes of the second type iff it can be learned via a conﬁdent learner, that is, via a learner which
converges on every – recursive or nonrecursive – function to some guess.
While Theorem 2.2 gives a characterization, Theorem 2.1 gives only a sufﬁcient condition.
The following example shows that the condition is not necessary.
Example 2.3. For every nonrecursive set A T K there is a class S and a function f having the same
Turing degree as A such that S can be Ex-learned respecting a mind change bound of type 3 but every
Ex-learner for S diverges on f .
Proof. Given any nonrecursive set A T K , Jockusch [13, Theorem 5.2] showed that there is a semi-
recursive biimmune set in the Turing degree of A; let f be the characteristic function of this set. The
set given by f has the following properties.
Being semirecursive means according to a characterization of Appel and McLaughlin [3], that
the set is the cut (= initial segment) of a recursive linear ordering. So there exists for f a recursive
linear ordering	 such that for all x, y , if x 	 y then f(x)  f(y). In particular, {x : f(x) = 1} is closed
downward and {x : f(x) = 0} is closed upward with respect to 	. Furthermore, the property biim-
mune means that neither {x : f(x) = 1} nor {x : f(x) = 0} have an inﬁnite recursively enumerable
subset. Jockusch [13, Theorem 4.2 (V)] furthermore showed that every semirecursive and immune set
is already hyperimmune. Thus both sets, {x : f(x) = 1} and {x : f(x) = 0}, are hyperimmune. Hereby
a set {b0, b1, . . .} is hyperimmune iff there is no recursive increasing function h which majorizes the
sequence b0, b1, . . .; that is, for all recursive h there is a k with bk > h(k).
For every x, let fx be the unique function with fx(y) = 1 for every y  x and fx(y) = 0 for every
y 
 x. Let S = {f0, f1, . . .} be the class of all such functions.
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There is no inﬁnite recursive sequence b0, b1, . . . which is monotonously decreasing with respect
to : Due to the compatibility of f with  there is an a such that f(bk) = a for almost all k . But
this contradicts the fact that, for both possible values 0, 1 of a, the corresponding set {x : f(x) = a}
is immune and does not have an inﬁnite recursively enumerable subset.
Now let Q = lN and take the ordering 	 on Q. The set Q is linearly ordered and does not have
an inﬁnite descending recursive sequence. Therefore it is suitable for mind change bounds on type
3. Furthermore, let m be the maximum of all x with respect to 	: such a maximum exists due to
{x : f(x) = 0} being immune. Note that fx(m) = 0 for all x. Now the inference algorithmM does on
input  the following:
• Let X = {m} ∪ {y ∈ dom() : (y) = 0};
• Let x be the minimum of X with respect to 	;
• Set the counter value to x;
• Output a canonical program px for the function fx .
Every function in S is of the form fz for some z. This z is the minimum of {m} ∪ {y : fz(y) = 0}
with respect to; thus z will be the member of X in almost all steps of the inference of f . Whenever
z ∈ X , then x = z in the second step of the algorithm. Thus M converges to a canonic index of fz
which is computed from z.
Furthermore,M revises a hypothesis only if a new element x shows up such that f(x) = 0, xm
and x y for all previously seen y with f(y) = 0. Therefore, the counter goes down from some
higher value to x and the learner satisﬁes the mind change bound requirement.
It remains to show that every recursive Ex-learner N for S makes inﬁnitely many mind changes
on f . Assume by way of contradiction that N Ex-learns S and converges on f to e. Since f is not
recursive, there is a number n with ϕe(n) being either undeﬁned or different from f(n). There is a
number n′ > n such that N(f(0)f(1) . . . f(x)) = e for all x  n′.
Now let x0 be the ﬁrst x > n′ such that f(x) = 0 and x y for all y  n′ with f(y) = 0. This x0 must
exist since otherwise f would be recursive in contradiction to the choice of f : f(x) = 0 ⇔ (∃y 
n′) [f(y) = 0 ∧ y 	 x]. The argument of the existence of x0 can be iterated to deﬁne inﬁnitely many
further numbers x1, x2, . . . by xk+1 being the ﬁrst number with f(xk+1) = 0 ∧ xk+1 xk . Furthermore,
the fact x0 < x1 < . . . follows from the way x0, x1, . . . are constructed.
Note that xk+1 is the ﬁrst place where fxk and f differ: If z 
 xk then f(z) = 0 and fxk (z) = 0.
If z xk then fxk (z) = 1. Thus these two functions are only different at z if f(z) = 0. So
f , fxk only differ at z if f(z) = 0 ∧ z xk and xk+1 is by deﬁnition the ﬁrst z meeting this
condition.
Now let g be the recursive function which takes on input x the ﬁrst number y > x such that for
all z  x
• either there is a u  x0 with fz(u) /= f(u)
• or N(fz(0)fz(1) . . . fz(y)) /= e.
If fz coincides with f below x0 then f differs from ϕe and N converges to an index different from
e on fz . Thus every fz satisﬁes one of these two conditions and the function g is total. Since f below
x0 can be stored in a table and N can be simulated, g is also recursive.
Let h(k) be the kth iteration of g starting at x0: h(0) = x0 and h(k + 1) = g(h(k)). Clearly h is a
recursive function.
Now it is inductively veriﬁed for k = 0, 1, . . . that h(k)  xk . This holds for k = 0 by the choice of
h(0). Assume that h(k)  xk . Since fxk and f coincide below x0,
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N(fxk (0)fxk (1) . . . fxk (g(h(k)))) /= e.
Since g(h(k)) > x0 this happens only if fxk and f differ below g(h(k)). Thus h(k + 1) = g(h(k)) 
xk+1 and the inductive step is completed.
Thus the assumption that N converges on f to e gives that neither the set {x0, x1, . . .} nor its
superset {x : f(x) = 0} are hyperimmune, a contradiction. 
So the condition from Theorem 2.1 is not necessary. A necessary condition as given in Theorem
2.4 is then weaker than the one in Theorem 2.1. Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 do not change the machine
itself but only argue on how to constructQ in the ﬁrst case and howQ has to look like in the second
case. Thus syntactic convergence on all K-recursive functions implies syntactic convergence on all
functions of hyperimmune-free Turing degree.
Theorem 2.4. If a machine M learns a class such that M can be equipped with a counter witnessing
mind change bounds of the third type thenM converges on every function of hyperimmune-free Turing
degree. In particular, if M converges on every function recursive relative to K then M also converges
on every function of hyperimmune-free Turing degree.
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that M is a machine equipped with a Q-ranged counter
which witnesses that M respects mind change bounds of the third type. Let q0, q1, . . . be a recur-
sive one-one enumeration of Q. Furthermore, assume that f is a function of hyperimmune-free
Turing degree on which M diverges. Then consider the descending sequence r0, r1, . . . of values of
Q which the counter of M outputs during the inﬁnitely many mind changes. There is a function g
such that rn = qg(n) for all n; g has also hyperimmune-free Turing degree. Thus there is a recursive
function h majorizing g. Now let s0 = r0 and sn+1 = max	{qm : qm sn ∧ m  h(n+ 1)}. It can be
veriﬁed via induction that sn  rn for all n using the following two facts: rn+1 = qg(n+1) rn 	 sn
and g(n+ 1)  h(n+ 1). Thus it follows that this construction goes through for every n and one
obtains an inﬁnite descending recursive sequence in Q which should not exist.
By combining this fact with Theorem 2.1 and by using that Theorem 2.1 does not change M but
only adds to M the counter and Q, one obtains the second statement of this theorem. 
For mind change bounds of the fourth type it is again possible to obtain a nice characterization.
Indeed what the second type is in the world of all functions, that is the fourth type in the world of
all recursive functions. This analogy between these two types is so striking that many theorems will
be formulated for the second and fourth type at the same time.
Theorem 2.5. A class S can be learned via a learner and an associated counter witnessing bounded
mind changes of the fourth type iff it can be learned via a learner which converges on every recursive
function f to some guess.
Proof. LetM be a learner with bounded mind changes of the fourth type and let Q be the range of
the associated counter. Now consider any recursive function f . If M makes on f inﬁnitely many
mind changes then there is a descending sequence q0 q1 . . . of counter values in Q associated
with these mind changes. This sequence is then recursive in contradiction to the choice of Q, thus
M makes only ﬁnitely many mind changes on the given function f .
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For the other way round let M learn a class S of functions and converge on every recursive
function. Now let Q be the set of all strings a such that M(a) /= M() plus the empty string .
Let the ordering on Q be the reverse string extension ordering, that is, let   iff  =  for some
nonempty string  ∈ lN+. Now M is equipped with a counter which is initialized as  and which
changes to a whenever M(a) /= M(). So it remains to show that Q has no recursive inﬁnite de-
scending sequence, but if there would be one, say 0 1 . . . then these n would converge to a
recursive function f given by f(x) = x+1(x) and M would make inﬁnitely many mind changes on
f in contradiction to the choice of M . 
The next two theorems attack basic properties of these notions. Theorem 2.6 shows that the
classes learnable with a bound on the number of mind changes are closed under union for each
type. So mind change bounds always lead to a well-behaved but of course more restrictive notion
than Ex. There is one great difference between Ex-learning without and with a mind change bound.
The more general setting is not closed under union while a bound on the number of mind changes
gives such a closure. Theorem 2.7 shows that the hierarchy of these notions is proper.
Theorem 2.6. If ﬁnitely many classes S1, S2, . . . , Sn are Ex-learnable respecting a mind change bound
of type k then S1 ∪ S2 ∪ . . . ∪ Sn is also Ex-learnable respecting the mind change bound k.
Proof. Let k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} be the given type considered. Let M1, . . . ,Mn be the learners for S1, . . . , Sn
and assume that they are equipped with counters with ranges Q1, . . . ,Qn of type k . Furthermore, let
Q = Q1 × Q2 × . . .× Qn × {0, 1, . . . , n} and let the ordering on Q be the lexicographic combination
of the already existing orderings. That is, the ordering on Q has the following two properties.
• (a1, . . . , an, an+1) (b1, . . . , bn, bn+1) iff these two tuples are different and the ﬁrst m such that
am /= bm satisﬁes that am bm with respect to the ordering on Qm if m  n and with respect to
0 1 . . .  n if m = n+ 1.
• (a1, . . . , an, an+1) and (b1, . . . , bn, bn+1) are incomparable iff these two tuples are different and the
ﬁrst m such that am /= bm satisﬁes that m  n and am, bm are incomparable with respect to the
ordering on Qm.
The reason for having the additional factor {0, 1, . . . , n} in Q is that one has to deal with ad-
ditional mind changes arising from the fact that combined intermediate hypotheses turn out to
be incorrect and must be updated adequately although none of the learners M1, . . . ,Mn makes a
mind change.
Note that Q is ﬁnite, well-ordered or linearly ordered, respectively, whenever Q1, . . . ,Qn have
all the same respective property. Furthermore, whenever Q has an inﬁnite recursive descending
chain, then some coordinate-set Qk also has such a chain. Therefore, whenever Q1, . . . ,Qn fulﬁll the
restrictions demanded by mind change bounds of type k , so does Q.
The combined learning algorithm N simulates M1, . . . ,Mn and does on input  the following.
• Let E contain all e ∈ {M1(), . . . ,Mn()} which are consistent with  with respect to || simula-
tion steps. That is,Mm() is in E iff for every x ∈ dom() the computation ϕe(x) either gives (x)
or does not terminate within || computation steps.
• Let N() = s(E) where s(E) is the amalgamation of the programs in E . That is, ϕs(E)(x) is
ϕe(x) for that e ∈ E where the computation ϕe(x) halts ﬁrst. Note that ϕs(E)(x) is undeﬁned iff
either E is empty or ϕe(x) is undeﬁned for all e ∈ E .
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• Compute the counter values q1, . . . , qn of the counters associated to M1, . . . ,Mn and associate to
N at input  the counter value (q1, . . . , qn, |E |).
First consider any  which is of the form a for a string  and number a such that the counter
values of N associated to  and  are the same. Then the same holds for the counter values associ-
ated toM1, . . . ,Mn and these machines do not make a mind change. Furthermore, the cardinalities
of E and E are the same. Since the only mind change which is not caused by M1, . . . ,Mn is that
an element of E does no longer qualify for E , this type of mind change also did not happen and
N() = N(). Thus N respects the mind change bound imposed by its counter. That is, N satisﬁes a
mind change bound of type k .
It remains to be shown that N actually learns the given class. Let f be any recursive function.
It follows from the deﬁnition of mind change bounds of type k , that all the machines M1, . . . ,Mn
converge on f to some programs, say to e1, . . . , en. Almost all   f satisfy for every m ∈ {1, . . . , n}
the following properties.
• Mm() = em.
• If there is an x such that ϕem(x) is deﬁned and different from f(x), then there is an x in the domain
of  for which the computation ϕem(x) converges in || steps to a value different from (x).
It follows that E contains exactly those em for which f is an extension of ϕem . So N outputs on
all these  the same program ϕs(E) which is consistent with f . Furthermore, if f = ϕem for some
m ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then ϕs(E) = f . Thus N Ex-learns S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sn with mind change bounds of type
k . 
Theorem 2.7. The hierarchy given by these notions of bounded mind changes is proper and there are
classes in S which do not satisfy any mind change bound of any type.
Proof. Let q0, q1, . . . be an enumeration of a partially ordered set Q with ordering 	. Furthermore,
let SQ contain all eventually constant functions f such that qf(0) 
 qf(1) 
 qf(2) 
 . . ., that is, the
indices given by the values of f point to elements in Q which are going down with respect to 	
(although not properly with respect to). In the following it is shown that all types of mind change
bounds can be separated by taking Q and 	 adequately.
Learnability: If Q is an order set which is permitted for mind change bounds of type k and if q0
is the maximum of Q, then a learner for SQ of type k starts with the conjecture 0∞ and the counter
value q0. On input a0a1 . . . an with qa0 
 qa1 
 . . . 
 qan , the conjectured function is a0a1 . . . an(an)∞
and the counter value is qan . If the input a0a1 . . . an does not satisfy qa0 
 qa1 
 . . . 
 qan , then the
learner just repeats the previous hypothesis without any further mind change. The counter remains
unchanged as well. It is easy to verify that this learning-process respects a mind change bound of
type k .
Diagonalizations: The diagonalization is based on the fact that one can choose the parameters
Q, 	 and a set R as follows:
• If k  3, then Q and 	 satisfy the requirements for the possible counter values of type k + 1; if
k = 4 this condition is void.
• As mentioned above, Q is given by a recursive enumeration q0, q1, . . . where q0 is the top element
of Q and the set {(i, j) : qi 	 qj} is recursive.
• There is an inﬁnite descending chain qr0 , qr1 , . . . in Q such that the sequence r0, r1, . . . is recursive
relative to R.
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• For k  2, the following holds: On the one hand, whenever a recursive learner M Ex-learns SQ,
thenM diverges on a function f computable relative to R. On the other hand, whenever a class S
is learnable with mind change bounds of type k , then there is an Ex-learner for S which converges
on all R-recursive functions.
This last point is then used to establish that SQ witnesses a separation from mind change bounds
of type k + 1 to type k .
It will be shown below how to choose Q and 	 in the corresponding cases. But when diagonaliz-
ing against types 2, 3 and 4, respectively, the construction of the R-recursive function on which any
given recursive Ex-learner M of M diverges, is the same. So the construction is given now.
So letQ, 	,M and r0, r1, . . . be given. One constructs now inductively numbers s1, s2, . . . such that
the function f = rs11 rs22 . . . and its preﬁxes satisfy the following conditions:• Proper extension: sk  1 for all k , that is, appending rskk to the previously deﬁned values of f is a
proper extension.
• Divergence of learning process: M(rs11 rs22 . . . rskk ) is deﬁned and outputs an ek such that ϕek is an
extension of rs11 r
s2
2 . . . r
sk+1
k .
The s1, s2, . . . can be computed inductively by simulatingM and the indices output byM . The veri-
ﬁcation that the search terminates can be derived from the fact thatM Ex-learns every function of
the form rs11 r
s2
2 . . . r
∞
k .
The functions ϕek are all different since the kth function differs from f at the argument xk =
s1 + s2 + . . .+ sk for the ﬁrst time and xk+1 > xk by sk+1  1. ThusM does not converge on f . Now
it is shown how Q has to be chosen in order to separate the levels.
Second versus ﬁrst type:One takesQ such that q1 q2 . . .  q0. That is, the elements ofQ − {q0}
form an ascending chain and q0 is a top element above this chain. Here one does not need an inﬁnite
sequence as in the proofs below, but just for every learner M and every constant c < ω a ﬁnite
descending sequence of length c. One can select s1, . . . , sc−1 such that M makes c − 1 mind changes
on the function f = rs11 rs22 . . . r∞c where r1 = c, r2 = c − 1, . . . , rc = 1, that is, r1, r2, . . . , rc are chosen
as the indices of the ﬁnite descending chain qc, . . . , q2, q1. So the ordinal ω is the least upper bound
on the number of mind changes.
Freivalds and Smith [7] already showed that the ﬁrst two levels are different and the above
example is also well-known.
Third versus second type: Q can be any recursive linear ordering which is neither well-ordered
nor has a recursive descending chain. Then there is an inﬁnite descending chain qr1 , qr2 , . . . and the
sequence r1, r2, . . . of its indices is recursive relative to some nonrecursive oracle R. For example,
{r1 + 1, r1 + r2 + 2, r1 + r2 + r3 + 3, . . .} is a candidate for such an R. Given any recursive Ex-learner
M for SQ, one can ﬁnd an R-recursive function f as shown above on which M diverges: thus, by
Theorem 2.2, SQ cannot be learned with a mind change bound of type 2 but Q is selected such that
SQ can be learned with a mind change bound of type 3.
Alternatively, one can obtain this separation also from Example 2.3 where every Ex-learner even
diverges on a function of a given nonzero Turing degree below the one of K .
Fourth versus third type: Let Q be the set of nodes of an inﬁnite binary recursive tree without
a recursive inﬁnite branch. Let q0, q1, . . . be the length-lexicographic enumeration of the elements
of Q. Now one says that qn 	 qm iff qn represents a node in the tree which is above the node qm.
Note that qn 	 q0 since q0 is the root of the tree. This deﬁnition gives directly that Q does not
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have an inﬁnite descending recursive chain. But due to the Hyperimmune-Free Basis Theorem [23,
Proposition V.5.34] by Jockusch and Soare [14] there is a set R of hyperimmune-free Turing degree
which computes an inﬁnite branch through the tree given by Q. This inﬁnite branch is given by its
sequence qr1 , qr2 , . . . of nodes where the index-sequence r1, r2, . . . is R-recursive. As shown above,
one can compute for every recursiveM which Ex-learns SQ a function f T R on whichM diverges.
By Theorem 2.4, no learner respecting mind change bounds of type 3 can Ex-learn the class SQ .
No mind change bounds versus fourth type: Just take Q and 	 such that q0 q1 q2 . . . and
consider the set SQ . Obviously SQ has the recursive descending chain obtained by rk = k and
qrk = qk . On the one hand, given any recursive Ex-learner M for SQ, one can ﬁnd a recursive
function f on which M diverges. Thus, by Theorem 2.5, one cannot Ex-learn SQ with mind
change bounds of type 4. On the other hand, all functions in SQ are eventually constant and so
SQ is Ex-learnable. 
3. Mind changes and hypothesis spaces
Sometimes the learner does not only want to learn something, but also to produce good hypoth-
eses, say only primitive-recursive programs. But to produce good programs might be more difﬁcult
than to produce any programs. Therefore it can be expected that learning with respect to a given
numbering is more difﬁcult than with respect to an arbitrary numbering.
Lange and Zeugmann [17] considered the following three settings to formalize the idea. The num-
berings f0, f1, . . . considered below have to be uniformly recursive, that is, the function e, x → fe(x)
is recursive in both parameters.
• Exact learning. Here not only the class S of functions to be learned, but also a numbering f0,
f1, . . . of S is given. Learning a function f , the learner has to identify some index i such that
f = fi .
• Class-preserving learning. Here only the class S is given. So building a learner, one can choose
any numbering f0, f1, . . . which has to satisfy the additional constraint S = {f0, f1, . . .}.
• Class-comprising learning. Again only S is given. So building the learner, one can choose the
numbering freely and has only to satisfy the natural condition that it covers S: S ⊆ {f0, f1, . . .}.
Note that in all three cases, only such classes S are considered for which there exists a class-com-
prising numbering.
On the one hand, not only exact learning but also class-preserving learning has restrictions which
can be quite annoying. For example, consider a hypothesis space which contains only those func-
tions 0n1∞ for which n ∈ K . Then the learner might have to search for a long time to ﬁnd such
an n since the ﬁrst index of 0n1∞ reﬂects the time when n is enumerated into K . Furthermore, the
learner does not know whether n is from legal or illegal data and might output intermediate wrong
hypotheses until n is found. In contrast to this, a larger hypothesis space can ignore this constraint
and include all functions 0n1∞ in their natural ordering.
On the other hand, one pays in the case of class-comprising learning the price that there are less
links between S and the class to be learned. Considering a hypothesis i, the learner never knows
whether fi is actually in the class to be learned or not – if the learner would know that, one could
directly use a class-preserving learner.
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The following results are established in this section. There are classes which can be Ex-learned
with a bound on the mind changes of the ﬁrst type only class-preservingly but not exactly. Fur-
thermore there are classes which can be Ex-learned with a constant bound on the number of mind
changes class-comprisingly but not with any bound on the number of mind changes class-preserv-
ingly. If a class can be class-preservingly Ex-learned with a mind change bound of the second or
fourth type then it can already be Ex-learned exactly with the same bound.
Theorem 3.1. Let f0, f1, . . . and g0, g1, . . . be two recursive numberings of the same uniformly recursive
family S of functions. If S can be learned using indices for {f0, f1, . . .} with bounded mind changes of
second or fourth type, then S can also be learned using indices for {g0, g1, . . .} and respecting the same
type of bounded mind changes.
Proof. There is a limiting recursive function h= limn hn which translates every index for the hy-
pothesis space {f0, f1, . . .} into one for the hypothesis space {g0, g1, . . .}. This function is deﬁned via
hn(i) = j for the ﬁrst j with fi(x) = gj(x) for all x  n. Now assume that a learner M for S uses
the hypothesis space {f0, f1, . . .} and respects a mind change bound of the second or fourth type.
Then one can construct a learner N using the hypothesis space {g0, g1, . . .} respecting a mind change
bound of the same type as M . N is constructed as follows: N(a0a1 . . . an) = hn(M(a0a1 . . . an)). If M
converges on some function f to a value i then N converges to h(i). So the conditions “M converges
on every function” and “M converges on every recursive function” are preserved and with them
mind change bounds of second and fourth type. 
The next theorem gives an example of a class which can be learned with a constant bound of
mind changes class-preservingly but not exactly, if it is given via a “bad” numbering.
Theorem 3.2. The class
S = {f :(∀x) [2  f(x)  f(x + 1)]}
can be learned with two mind changes from a good numbering but not with any constant bound on the
number of mind changes from a bad numbering.
Proof. The general algorithm is to conjecture f = 2∞ until a ﬁrst x with f(x) < 2 is found. Then a
mind change to f = 2x1∞ or f = 2x0∞ is made in dependence of f(x). If f(x) = 1 then some y > x
with f(y) = 0 may require a second mind change to f = 2x1y−x0∞. So at most two mind changes
are necessary provided that the numberingmakes it possible to compute the indices for the different
conjectures easily. This is no problem if the numbering is good, but on the other hand there are
bad numberings which hide the indices of the functions 2x1∞ so well that constant bounds on the
number of mind changes make it impossible to ﬁnd them.
The triples 〈x, y , z〉 with x, y ∈ lN and z ∈ {0, 1} are identiﬁed with the positive natural numbers
{1, 2, . . .}. Assume that ϕ0 is total and let
a(x) = 1 + max{ϕe(x) : e  x ∧ ϕe(x)↓}.
The function a is recursive in the limit and has an approximation as from below such that
a(x) = lims as(x) and (∀s) [as(x)  as+1(x)  s]. Now let





2x1z0∞ if z is the ﬁrst number with z > y and az(x) > ay(x);
2x1∞ otherwise, that is, if there is no such z.
Note that due to the condition on the approximation as, g〈x,y ,1〉 /= 2x1∞ whenever there is an e  x
such that ϕe(x)↓ y .
Taking into consideration that x, y can take the values 0, one can easily see that the numbering g
enumerates exactly the class S . By Theorem 3.1 there is a learner for S which respects mind change
bounds of type 2. It remains to show that any such learner M fails to satisfy mind change bounds
of type 1.
Let ϕe(x) = y if the kth hypothesis of M on input 2x1∞ is of the form 〈x, y , a〉 and let ϕe(x) be
undeﬁned otherwise. Now consider any x with x > e and assume that the kth hypothesis exists and
is an index of a function extending 2x1. Then the hypothesis is of the form 〈x, y , a〉 for some y .
Since g〈x,y ,0〉 /= 2x1∞, only the case a = 1 is interesting. But then ϕe(x)↓= y and thus a(x) > y . It
follows that gx,y ,1 /= 2x1∞ as well. Thus, for every k , there is a bound e such that for all x > e, the
kth hypothesis is different from the function 2x1∞ or the kth hypothesis does not exist. It follows
that M does not respect any constant bound on the number of mind changes. 
Every uniformly recursive family of functions can be Ex-learned exactly with respect to any
numbering containing the family but no partial recursive function. This result does not transfer to
bounded mind changes and Theorem 3.1 cannot be improved from class-preserving numberings to
class-comprising numberings. That means the next theorem gives a family which can be learned
class-comprisingly with only twomind changes but which cannot be learned class-preservingly with
any type of mind change bound.
Theorem 3.3. The class
S ′ = {2∞} ∪ {2x1∞ : x ∈ K ′} ∪ {2x1y0∞ : x, y ∈ lN}
can be learned with respect to the standard numbering of all recursive functions with the constant bound
2 on the number of mind changes. But if a machine M learns S ′ with respect to some class-preserving
numbering of S ′ then it does not respect any mind change bounds.
Proof. The learning algorithm with respect to the standard numberings of all recursive functions is
the same as for the class S which contains S ′ in Theorem 3.2. It remains to show the following two
properties:
• S ′ has a uniformly recursive class-preserving numbering.
• Every machine M learning S ′ with respect to some class-preserving numbering f0, f1, . . . of S ′
fails to satisfy a mind change bound of the fourth type.
First a numbering g0, g1, . . . for S ′ is constructed. There is a recursive two-place function h :
lN × lN → {0, 1} such that x is in K ′ iff h(x, y) = 1 for almost all y . Similar to Theorem 3.2 the triples
〈x, y , z〉 with x, y ∈ lN and z ∈ {0, 1} are identiﬁed with the positive natural numbers {1, 2, . . .}. Now
the family {g0, g1, . . .} is deﬁned such that the function g〈x,y ,1〉 equals 2x1∞ iff h(x, z) = 1 for all z > y .
Given any x, such an y exists iff x ∈ K ′.





2x1z0∞ if z is the ﬁrst number with z > y and h(x, z) = 0;
2x1∞ otherwise, that is, if there is no such z.
For the remaining part of the proof, assume that there is an Ex-learner M for S which converg-
es on every recursive function and which uses as hypothesis space a class-preserving recursive
numbering f1, f2, . . . of S ′. Now it is shown that then M is not recursive; thus no recursive ma-
chine can learn S ′ with respect to the given indices for {f0, f1, . . .} respecting a mind change
bound of the fourth type.
By Theorem 2.5, M converges on every recursive function, in particular M converges on every
function 2x1∞ to some index e(x). e(x) can be computed relative to the jump U of M ; the jump
U = {e : ϕMe (e)↓ } is the halting set for computations which useM as an oracle.
Now the correspondence x ∈ K ′ ⇔ fe(x) = 2x1∞ holds and is due to the following observation:
If x ∈ K ′ then 2x1∞ ∈ S ′ and M has to infer this function. So fe(x) = 2x1∞. Otherwise x /∈ K ′ and
2x1∞ /∈ S ′. Since there is no index of 2x1∞,M converges to an index of some other function: fe(x) /=
2x1∞.
Since the family {f0, f1, . . .} is uniformly recursive, the query (∃y) [fe(x)(y) /= 2x1∞(y)] can be
answered with oracle K and in particular with oracle U . Thus K ′ T U and the Turing degree of
M must be high. M is not recursive. 
4. Mind change complexity for BC
Recall that Podnieks [25] gave the following deﬁnition for BCwhich is equivalent to the standard
one: A class S is in BC iff there is a partial recursive machineM which predicts every f ∈ S without
any additional convergence requirements. That is if f ∈ S then
M(f(0)f(1) . . . f(x))↓= f(x + 1)
for almost all x. In this context, mind changes are identiﬁed with prediction errors, for example, a
machinemakes amind change iff it ﬁnds out that it has to follow another function than it predicted.
There are weak and hard mind changes:M has a weak mind change at x + 1 iffM(f(0)f(1) . . . f(x))
does not converge and a hard one iff this expression converges to a value different from f(x + 1).
Deﬁnition 4.1. A predictor M is equipped with a mind change counter if for every function f and
for every hard mind change there is a future stage such that the counter is decreased inside the set
Q of counter values; in particular iff M makes on f at x a hard mind change then the counter is
decreased at some stage y  x. The four different types of mind change bounds correspond to the
four restrictions on Q in Deﬁnition 1.2.
The interested reader might want to know how this deﬁnition relates to the standard deﬁnition of
BC-learning. Indeed in this original setting, one could also deﬁne that there is a hard mind change
between x and y iff (∃x′, y ′, z) [x  x′ < y ′  y ∧ ϕM(f(0)f(1)...f(x′))(z)↓ /= ϕM(f(0)f(1)...f(y ′))(z)↓ ]. This
deﬁnition is on the one hand syntactically more complicated. On the other hand, the classes of
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functions which are BC-learnable respecting a mind change bound of type k are the same for both
deﬁnitions. Therefore the present work follows the easier deﬁnition in terms of a predictor.
Similar to the case Ex one has the following characterization of BC-learning with mind change
bounds of the second or fourth type.
Theorem 4.2. A class S is BC-learnable with bounded mind changes of the second (fourth) type iff
there is a BC-learnerM for S which makes on no function (no recursive function) inﬁnitely many hard
mind changes.
The proof is essentially the same as in the Ex-case. Furthermore, one can adapt the proofs of
the links between mind changes of type 3 and convergence on certain classes of functions to the
BC-case. Having this, Theorem 2.7 can be adapted.
The proof of Theorem 2.7 needs only one change: the second condition in the construction of
f = rs11 rs22 . . . which enforces M to diverge on f must be adapted to one which enforces that the
predictor makes on f for every k a hard mind change: M(rs11 r
s2
2 . . . r
sk
k )↓= rk . That is, the sets SQ
given in Theorem 2.7 actually separate Ex-learning with mind change bounds of type k + 1 from
BC-learning with mind change bounds of type k .
Furthermore, Merkle and Stephan [22] already showed that for every binary recursive tree T
the class ST of its isolated inﬁnite branches is BC-learnable without any hard mind change; there
are even trees T such that this class ST is not Ex-learnable. Fixing such a tree T , the class ST is
BC-learnable under all bounds for hard mind changes but is not Ex-learnable. Thus one has the
following result.
Theorem 4.3. The hierarchy of BC-learning with bounded mind changes of type 1, 2, 3, 4 and BC-
learning without any mind change bounds is proper. Furthermore, Ex-learning is incomparable with
BC-learning of type k for any k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Jain et al. [11] did not use predictors but counted semantical mind changes of BC-learner. They
show that constant numbers of mind changes give a strict hierarchy and that BC-learners making
on every f ∈ S at most c semantical mind changes can be modiﬁed such that this bound also holds
for all f /∈ S . Furthermore, they deﬁned conﬁdent BC-learning with respect to semantical mind
changes and showed that this notion is more general than the one for constantly many semantical
mind changes.
These notions cannot be combinedwith a recursive ordinal counter as above, since such a counter
would make the semantical mind changes more explicit than they are. Thus, adding a mind change
counter would give additional restrictions to the notion of BC-learning with mind change bounds:
An Ex-learner would output a new hypothesis iff the counter for the BC-learner goes down and
copycat the hypotheses of the BC-learner at that point. Whenever the BC-learner semantically con-
verges, the Ex-learner will have the same hypothesis after the last semantical mind change and learn
the same functions. So one would not have anything new. In order to come around this problem,
Jain et al. [11] suggest the use of nonrecursive ordinal mind change counters.
Although Jain et al. [11] considered mind change bounds of the ﬁrst and second type, they did
not treat bounds of the third and fourth type for semantical mind changes. Transferring these
notions would also cause some difﬁculty, since nonrecursive mind change counters might exploit
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inﬁnite descending nonrecursive sequences, which are inaccessible to recursive learners equipped
with recursive counters.
5. Characterizing the types of bounded mind changes
Merkle and Stephan [22] introduced a notion to characterize when a class of functions is learn-
able according to the criteria Fin, Ex and BC via uniformly recursive families of trees. They already
observed that the characterizations for learning {0, 1}-valued functions are simpler than those for
arbitrary functions since binary trees are much more well-behaved than general ones. On the other
hand they showed that the results for binary trees can be extended to the case of arbitrary func-
tions. Furthermore, adding mind change bounds to the main characterizations is very parallel for
the cases of {0, 1}-valued functions and arbitrary functions. In the case of bounded mind changes
of types 2 and 4, Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 just add to the characterizations of Merkle and Stephan [22]
for Ex and BC (without mind change bounds) that every (recursive) function is inﬁnitely branch
of exactly one tree. This change is the same in the case of arbitrary functions, but the underlying
characterizations for Ex and BC before the change are much more technical. Therefore, the authors
state in this section only the results for the much more transparent case of {0, 1}-valued functions
and use the following convention.
Convention 5.1. Throughout Section 5, “function” means “{0, 1}-valued function” and strings range
over {0, 1}∗.
Theorem 5.2. A class S of functions is Ex-learnable via mind change bounds of the second (fourth)
type iff there is a uniformly recursive family of binary trees such that every f ∈ S is the only inﬁnite
branch of some tree and every function (every recursive function) f is inﬁnite branch of exactly one
tree in this family.
Proof. First it is shown that for each class S of functions learnable with bounded mind changes of
type two or four there is such a family of trees. As in Theorem 2.6 one may assume that S is learned
via a machine M which on no function f converges to an index e with ϕe(x)↓ /= f(x) for some x.
There is a recursive one-one enumeration 1, 2, . . . of all strings k = a where M makes a mind
change (M(a) /= M()); 0 =  is added in order to avoid some anomalies. Using this sequence
0, 1, . . . the family of trees Tk is deﬁned as follows:
A string  is in Tk if either   k or   k ∧ (∀) [k ≺    ⇒M() = M(k)]. So Tk contains
all preﬁxes of k and all extensions which are reached from k without any mind change.
For the veriﬁcation consider ﬁrst functions f ∈ S . On these M converges to an index e of f at
some k . So f is an inﬁnite branch of Tk . By the choice of M , M converges on no function g /= f
to the same index e since g(x) /= f(x) = ϕe(x)↓ for some x. So f is the only inﬁnite branch of Tk .
Furthermore M converges on every function f (in case of fourth type, every recursive function f )
and thus there is some k such thatM has no mind change on f after k . It follows that f is on this
tree Tk . Since furthermore the k is given by the unique point of converges ofM on f , each function
is on at most one tree Tk . This ﬁnishes the veriﬁcation.
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For the other way round let Tk a family of binary trees which satisﬁes the requirements. There
is a recursive function s such that ϕs(e) computes the unique inﬁnite branch of the tree given by
ϕe whenever ϕe speciﬁes a binary tree with exactly one inﬁnite branch [22,23]. Roughly spoken,
the learning algorithm searches for the index of the ﬁrst tree where f is an inﬁnite branch and
transforms an index t(k) of the tree Tk into an index for f .
M() = s(t(k)) for the ﬁrst k with  ∈ Tk .
This algorithm converges on every function (recursive function) f since f is on some tree in this
family and the learner converges to s(t(k)) for the ﬁrst k such that f is an inﬁnite branch of Tk .
Furthermore if f ∈ S then there is exactly one such tree and f is the only inﬁnite branch of this
tree; therefore s(t(k)) is an index for f and M converges to an index of this function. 
These characterizations can also be generalized to BC-learning as follows.
Theorem 5.3. A class S of functions is BC-learnable via mind change bounds of the second (fourth)
type iff there is a uniformly recursive family of binary trees such that every f ∈ S is an isolated inﬁnite
branch of some tree and every function f (every recursive function f) is inﬁnite branch of exactly one
tree in this family.
Merkle and Stephan [22] have already characterized the classes of functions identiﬁable by
teams of ﬁnite learners. Teams of ﬁnite learners have the same power as single Ex-learners with
a constant bound on the number of mind changes: each [1, n]Fin-team can be simulated by an
Ex-learner with up to 2n mind changes and each single Ex-learner with up to m mind changes can
be simulated by an [1,m+1]Fin-team. So the characterization for ﬁnite team learning is already a
characterization for Ex-learning with a bound of the ﬁrst type on the number of mind changes.
The criterion of BC-learning with a bound on the number of mind changes has even a very natural
characterization.
Theorem 5.4. A class S is BC-learnable with a mind change bound of the ﬁrst type iff there are ﬁnitely
many binary recursive trees such that each f ∈S is an isolated inﬁnite branch of some of these trees.
Proof. For the ﬁrst direction assume that M BC-learns a class S with the counter values
Q={0, 1, . . . , n}. Now for each m= 1, 2, . . . , n the tree Tm contains all nodes  with the following
two properties:
• The counter value of M on  is at least m;
• If the counter value ofM on some  ≺  andM() ism and ifM()makes the prediction awithin
computation time ||, then a  .
If M has the counter value 0 at , then M() is undeﬁned – otherwise it would take some value a
and for b /= a, M could not count down its ordinal on the function b∞. Thus there is no need to
consider the tree T0.
For f ∈ S , let m be the counter value which M takes on f in the limit. Since M() is deﬁned for
almost all   f , one has by the argument of the previous paragraph that m > 0. The function f
is certainly on Tm. Furthermore, there is a preﬁx   f such thatM takes the counter value m on 
and M() is deﬁned for any  with     f . Since m is the ﬁnal counter value, all the predictions
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M() must be the next value of f after . Thus all branches of Tm above  which differ from f are
ﬁnite and f is an inﬁnite branch of Tm which is isolated above .
For the other direction assume that T1, T2, . . . , Tn is a collection of binary recursive trees such that
each f ∈ S is an isolated inﬁnite branch of some of these trees. Let Q = {0, 1, . . . , n} be the set of the
counter values and use the following prediction algorithm:
• N() sets the counter to the number m of the trees Tk with  ∈ Tk .
• N() predicts a value a ∈ {0, 1} if m > 0 and there is an l > || such that
◦ some string   a of length l is on m trees;
◦ no string   (1 − a) of length l is on m trees.
• N() is undeﬁned andmakes no prediction ifm = 0 or no numbers l, a satisfying above conditions
can be found.
Let f ∈S and m be the number of trees on which f is. Since f is an isolated inﬁnite branch
of some tree Tk , m 1. There is a preﬁx   f such that  is exactly on m trees and f is isolated
on Tk above . Then for each  and a with     a  f the algorithm will predict a for the
following reasons: There is no inﬁnite branch on Tk above (1 − a) and so there is some l > ||
such that no extension of (1 − a) is on Tk . Thus none of these extensions of length l is on m
trees while f(0)f(1) . . . f(l− 1) is an extension of  which is on m trees. The algorithm converg-
es to the correct output a. Furthermore, for every string  and number a satisfying that a  f
and  has the counter value m, N() does not output anything different from a since f(0)f(1) . . .
f(l− 1) is on m trees for every l> || and the search does not converge to a value different from
a. Therefore either the counter is counted down after the last hard mind change on f from some
value above m to m or there is no hard mind change. So N learns S with a mind change bound of
type 1. 
6. Language learning
A language is just a recursively enumerable subset of lN. Language learning differs from function
learning in two aspects: The languagesmay be not recursive and therefore the learner has less ability
to check the quality of an index; furthermore the most common model is learning from text so that
the learner does not receive a characteristic function of the language L to be learned but only an
inﬁnite sequence containing all elements of L plus the symbol # in arbitrary order with arbitrary
many repetitions. For convenience, L∗ is written instead of (L ∪ {#})∗ and # is omitted in the range
of a ﬁnite or inﬁnite string: range() = {y ∈ lN : (∃x) [(x)↓ = y]}.
A class S={L0,L1, . . .} is uniformly recursively enumerable iff {(x, e) : x ∈ Le} is a recursively
enumerable set and S is uniformly recursive iff {(x, e) : x ∈ Le} is a recursive set. Uniformly re-
cursive families have been widely studied, in particular in context of monotonicity requirements
[2,12,18–21,27,28]. Uniformly recursively enumerable families are just a natural generalization.
Angluin [2] found a nice characterization which states when a uniformly recursive family can be
learned from text; de Jongh and Kanazawa [15] generalized this criterion to uniformly recursively
enumerable families. Theorem 6.5 gives a characterization when uniformly recursive families can
be learned from positive data with mind change bounds of type 2 or 4.
The deﬁnition of the four levels of the hierarchy are very similar. Furthermore, Ambainis et al. [1]
showed that a class is Ex-learnable with mind change bounds of the second type iff this class has a
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conﬁdent Ex-learner. This conﬁdent learner converges on all texts, even if the text does not originate
from a language (= recursively enumerable set). Similarly, one can characterize those classes which
are Ex-learnable with mind change bounds of the fourth type.
Theorem 6.1. Let S be a class of languages. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) S is Ex-learnable from text with bounded mind changes of the fourth type.
(b) Some M Ex-learns S and converges on every recursive text.
(c) Some N Ex-learns S and converges on every text of some language.
Proof. The parts (a ⇒ b) and (c ⇒ a) are analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.5. So only the
part (b ⇒ c) must be shown. Let M be a machine which converges on every recursive text. N is
now constructed according to the locking-sequence hunting construction [24]. Let 0, 1, . . . be an
enumeration of all strings in lN∗ and let a0a1 . . . be some text of some language L. Now N on input
a0a1 . . . an is deﬁned as follows:
N(a0a1 . . . an) = M(m) for the ﬁrstm such that range(m) ⊆ {a0, a1, . . . , an} andM(m) = M(m)
for all  ∈ {a0, a1, . . . , an}∗ with |m|  n.
First this search terminates since it is satisﬁed for the string #n which has some index m. In
particular, N is total.
Second since M converges on every recursive text of L, L has a stabilizing-sequence k in the
sense that M(k) = M(k) for all  ∈ L∗; the notion of a stabilizing-sequence is a generalization
of the notion of a locking-sequence since the condition that M(k) generates L is dropped. From
the moment that range(k) is contained in {a0, a1, . . . , an}, N outputsM(m) for some m  k . On the
other hand, N does not inﬁnitely often outputM(m) iff m is not a stabilizing-sequence for L. The
reason is that there is some  ∈ L∗ with M(m) /= M(m). For all sufﬁciently large n, this witness
against m being a stabilizing-sequence for L is discovered. So N converges toM(k) for the least k
such that k is stabilizing-sequence for L.
Third whenever M Ex-learns L, M outputs at k an index for L and so also N converges to an
index for L. Thus N Ex-learns the same languages asM (probably even some more) and so N learns
S . 
The next result shows that also for Ex-learning from text, the four types of mind change bounds
form a proper hierarchy. The basic idea of the proof is the well-known technique to code the sep-
arating classes from the setting of function learning into the setting of language learning from
text.
Theorem 6.2. For Ex-learning languages from text, the hierarchy given by the four types of mind
change bounds is proper.
Proof. For any function f , let the set Lf = {(x, f(x)) : x ∈ lN} be the set associated to f and S ′ =
{Lf : f ∈ S} be the class of sets associated to a class of functions. The learning algorithms for both
can be translated into each other; in particular these translations preserve mind change bounds
such that for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 the following statement holds:
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S can be learned respecting mind change bounds of the nth type iff S ′ can be learned respecting
mind change bounds of the nth type.
Formally an algorithm M for S is translated into a new algorithm N for S ′ as follows:
On input (x0, y0) (x1, y1) . . . (xn, yn), N ﬁrst checks whether some pairs contradict each other, that
is, N checks whether there are i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} with xi = xj and yi /= yj . If so, N keeps the last
guess and makes no mind change; if not,M computes the longest string b0b1 . . . bm such that for
each i  m there is a j  nwith (i, bi) = (xj , yj). Then N outputs an index s(M(b0b1 . . . bn))where
the function s is given via ϕs(e) = {(x,ϕe(x)) : x ∈ dom(ϕe)}.
SoN simulates on a given text T so long the algorithmM as a unique input forM can be retrieved.
At that moment where the text T becomes contradictory, N just abstains from any further guess
and mind change and so satisﬁes the same mind change bound asM . 
Theorem 6.3. If a uniformly recursively enumerable class of languages is Ex-learnable from text then
it is Ex-learnable with respect to any class-preserving hypothesis space.
Proof. Assume that L0,L1, . . . and H0,H1, . . . are two uniformly recursive hypothesis spaces cover-
ing S such that S = {L0,L1, . . .} ⊆ {H0,H1, . . .}. Furthermore, letM denote a learner for S using the
hypothesis space {H0,H1, . . .}. Without loss of generality one can assume that M was constructed
using the locking-sequence hunting construction from Theorem 6.1; that is, for every L, M either
diverges on all texts for L or M converges on all texts for L to the same index. One can construct,
uniformly recursive in the parameter e, a text ae,0ae,1ae,2 . . . for the set Le. Given any text a0a1a2 . . .
for some language L ∈ S , the new learner N for indices from {L0,L1,L2, . . .} works as follows.
N(a0a1 . . . an)=
{
e for the smallest e  n with M(a0a1 . . . an) = M(ae,0ae,1 . . . ae,n);
n if there is no such e.
L has a least index e. On a0a1 . . . and on ae,0ae,1 . . ., M converges to the same index; but on ae′,0
ae′,1 . . . with e′<e, M converges to some other index. It follows that N outputs for almost all n
exactly this index e and so converges to the least index of L. 
The positive result of Theorem 3.1 is that it does not depend on the numbering whether a uni-
formly recursive family of functions can be learned with a mind change bound of second or fourth
type. This result does also hold for uniformly recursively enumerable families of languages.
This can be seen by analyzing the proof of Theorem 6.3. Assume that M is a learner converging
on every text (every recursive text) and is using the hypothesis space {H0,H1, . . .}. Furthermore,
assume that {L0,L1, . . .}={H0,H1, . . .}. Let T be any text (any recursive text) for an arbitrary set.
M converges on T to an index i of a language Hi . There is a least index j such that M converges
on every text of Lj to i. Then N converges on T to j. Thus mind change bounds of the second and
fourth type can be preserved when replacing one class-preserving hypothesis space by another
one.
On the other hand also the negative results of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 generalize since one can re-
place the families of functions f by the corresponding families of the sets Lf = {(x, f(x)) : x ∈ lN}.
So the following theorem holds.
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Theorem 6.4. If a uniformly recursively enumerable class can beEx-learned with bounded mind chang-
es of the second or fourth type from text with respect to a given class-preserving enumeration then so
can be done also with respect to indices of any other class-preserving enumeration. But this does not
hold for mind change bounds of the ﬁrst type.
Furthermore, there is a uniformly recursively enumerable family S which can be Ex-learned via
a constant bound on the mind changes with respect to some acceptable numbering of all recursively
enumerable sets but which cannot be Ex-learned with any bound on the mind changes with respect to
a class-preserving enumeration for S.
Angluin [2] gave a characterization of those classes of uniformly recursive sets which are learn-
able from text. This characterization stated that for each language Li there is a ﬁnite tell-tale set
whose members can be uniformly enumerated. This characterization can be adjusted to language
learning with bounded mind changes of the second or fourth type, where some analogue to the
tell-tale set is given in the form Gi={x∈Li :xf(i)} for some recursive function f .
Theorem 6.5. There is a Popperian learner M for a class S respecting mind change bounds of second
(fourth) type iff there is an one-one uniformly recursive family L0,L1, . . . containing all sets in S and a
recursive function f deﬁning the sets Gi = {x ∈ Li : x  f(i)} such that, for every (recursive) ascend-
ing sequence i0, i1, . . . of indices, the sets Gi0 ,Gi1 , . . . do not form a weakly increasing chain, that is,
Gik ⊆ Gik+1 for some k.
Proof. Assume that M is a Popperian text-learner for S and assume that M respects mind change
bounds of second (fourth) type. Let L be any set in case of second type and a recursively enumerable
set in case of fourth type. Then one can assume without loss of generality that M has on any text
of L a stabilizing-sequence – otherwise one could use the locking-sequence hunting construction
[24] in order to replace M by a further learner satisfying this requirement. A stabilizing-sequence is
a sequence  ∈ L∗ such that, for all  ∈ L∗, M()=M(). There is an inﬁnite recursive set U such
that M does not infer any ﬁnite variant of U .
Every set L has a canonical text whose preﬁxes with domain 0, 1, . . . , s are called L,s; basi-
cally, L,s(x) is undeﬁned for x > s and takes the value x for x  s with x ∈ L and the value #
(pause sign) for x  s with x /∈ L. Now one takes an enumeration 0, 1, . . . of the set E of all
strings of the form a such that a = L,|a| for the set L output by M(a) and  is not a sta-
bilizing-sequence for L, that is, there is  ∈ L∗ with M() /= M(). Let f(i) = i + max{|j| : j 
i}. Furthermore, for every string i not being a stabilizing-sequence of Ci computed by M(i),
let time(i) denote the time to discover this fact and let time(i) = ∞ otherwise. The predicate
whether it holds for given i, j that time(i)  j is recursive. Thus one can deﬁne inductively the





Ci(x) if time(i) > x;
0 if time(i)  x and there is j < i with
Lj(x) = 1 and Lj(y)  Li(y) for all y < x;
U(x) otherwise.
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The second condition in the case-distinction keeps ﬁnitely many elements out of Li wheneverM
does not infer Li and enforces that these Li are not supersets of any inﬁnite Lj with j < i.
The uniformly recursive family L0,L1, . . . is one-one: Assume that Li = Lj and j  i. If Li = Ci,
then the canonical text has exactly one shortest stabilizing-sequence Li ,s and i its the only index
of this i; thus j = i. Otherwise Li =∗ U and so is Lj , in particular Lj is inﬁnite. If j < i then some
element of Lj is omitted from Li during the inductive construction of Li and thus Lj cannot be equal
to Li, so j = i also in this case.
Assume by way of contradiction, that there is a (recursive) weakly ascending sequence i0, i1, . . .
such thatGik ⊆ Gik+1 for all k . Let L = Gi1 ∪ Gi2 ∪ . . . be the union of allGik . In case of mind change
bounds of fourth type, the set L is recursively enumerable.
The canonical textT ofLhas a stabilizing-sequenceL,s  L. For almost all k , every x ∈ range(L,s)
is in Lik and ik  L,s. So M(ik ) = M(L,s) for these ik . It follows that L coincides with Lik on
dom(ik ) and – since the ik can be arbitrary long –M(L,s) computes the union of all sets range(ik )
with ik  L,s. The set L′ is a subset of L and thusM learns L′ with locking-sequence L,s. It follows
that those ik which properly extend L,s are not the shortest stabilizing-sequences for the set L
′
computed by M(ik ) and thus the ik cannot be enumerated into E. So such a weakly ascending
sequence i0, i1, . . . cannot exist.
For the converse direction, letL0,L1, . . .be a uniformly recursive one-one enumeration containing
all sets in S and letf be a recursive function such that the sequence of the setsGi = Li ∩ {0, 1, . . . , f(i)}
satisﬁes the following: Every inﬁnite subsequence Gi0 ,Gi1 , . . . is not weakly ascending, that is, for
every inﬁnite sequence i0, i1, . . . of distinct indices there is a k with Gik ⊆ Gik+1 .
Note that this implies that for every setD there are only ﬁnitelymany iwithGi = D. Furthermore,
f does also not take any value j only ﬁnitely often. The reason is that there are only 2j+1 many
subsets G ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , j} and for each such G there are only ﬁnitely many i with f(i) = j ∧ Gi = G.
Now consider the following learnerM with input :
• First M computes I = {i  || : Gi ⊆ range() ⊆ Li}.
• If I is not empty, then let i be that number among the elements of I for which ∑x∈Li 2−x is
minimal.
• Let M() = i if I /= ∅ and let M() be a default value if I = ∅.
First one veriﬁes the convergence and correctness of M in the case of mind change bounds
of the second type. Later it is said what has to be done for mind change bounds of the fourth
type.
Let T be any text for any set L. Note that whenever i enters I at some input   T , then Gi ⊆
range() and i  ||. The only way to go out of I again is that some nonelement of Li shows up in
the input. Then i /∈ I for all inputs   T containing this nonelement.
In the case thatM outputs on T inﬁnitely many indices, then one can construct inductively a se-
quence i1, i2, . . . of indices by selecting a sequence 1, 2, . . . of preﬁxes of T and choosing ik = M(k).
Starting with an arbitrary string 1, one deﬁnes inductively for every k  2 the string k to be the
shortest one to satisfy the following three conditions:
• k−1  k  T ;
• ik = M(k) > ik−1 = M(k−1);
• f(ik) > f(ik−1).
The above search terminates for every k since the sets {M() : k−1    T } and {f(M()) : k−1 
  T } are both inﬁnite.
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Note that for each k , the following holds: Gik ⊆ range(k) ∩ {0, 1, . . . , f(ik)} ⊆ Lik ∩ {0, 1, . . . ,
f(ik)} = Gik . Since f(ik) < f(ik+1) and range(k) ⊆ range(k+1) it follows that Gik ⊆ Gik+1 . The
sequence Gi1 ,Gi2 , . . . is a subsequence of G1,G2, . . . and does not exist by the assumption in the
theorem.
Therefore, M outputs only ﬁnitely many indices on T . Recall that L denotes the range of T .
Every index i which is output inﬁnitely often satisﬁes Gi ⊆ L ⊆ Li . If two indices i, j satisfy this







and M will almost always favour i to j when selecting the output.
Thus either there is no i with Gi ⊆ L ⊆ Li and M almost always outputs the default-index or
there are ﬁnitely many with this property andM converges to one of these indices.
Furthermore, assume that L = Li for an i. Then all further indices j withGj ⊆ L ⊆ Lj satisfy that






It follows that M will output these j only ﬁnitely often and converge to the correct index i.
The preceding paragraph completed the proof for mind change bounds of type 2. In the case of
mind change bounds of type 4, one has by Theorem 6.1 only to deal with recursive texts T . Thus
the sequence i1, i2, . . . constructed above for the case thatM would output inﬁnitely many indices is
recursive and does not exist due to the hypothesis of the theorem. The remaining parts of the proof
for type 2 can also be used for the proof for type 4 and show that M converges on recursive texts.
Furthermore, M converges to i if the given text is a recursive text for Li . 
The above proof actually also shows the following corollary: Whenever a class S is learnable
from text via a Popperian learner respecting mind change bounds of the second (fourth) type, then
S is contained in a uniformly recursive family which can be learned respecting mind change bounds
of the same type.
The next two results shows to which extend the closure under union can be carried over to
Ex-learning: It holds for Popperian learners but not for learners in general.
Theorem 6.6. If S1, . . . , Sn are Ex-learnable from text by a Popperian learner respecting mind change
bounds of type k , so is the union S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sn.
Sketch. One adapts the proof of Theorem 2.6 to the case of language learning. One constructs
Q and 	 exactly as in Theorem 2.6. Furthermore, the new Ex-learner N simulates the Popperian
Ex-learners M1, . . . ,Mn for S1, . . . , Sn, respectively. On input , N makes the following:
• Let E contain all e ∈ {M1(), . . . ,Mn()} such that range() is contained in the eth set.
• Let N() output an index s(E) for the characteristic function of the intersection of all sets with
an index in E ; s(∅) is an index for the characteristic function of the set lN.
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• Compute the counter values q1, . . . , qn of the counters associated to M1, . . . ,Mn and associate to
N at input  the counter value (q1, . . . , qn, |E |).
Since M1, . . . ,Mn always output decision procedures for some sets, the above tests can be car-
ried out recursively and the hypothesis of N is always a characteristic function of a set. Thus N is
recursive.
The veriﬁcation that N respects the desired mind change bounds is the same as in Theorem 2.6.
It remains to show that N Ex-learns S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sn. By Theorem 6.1 one can assume that for every
text T of a language in S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sn, all Ex-learners M1, . . . ,Mn converge to a hypothesis for a set,
let L1, . . . ,Ln be these hypotheses. For all k with range(T) ⊆ Lk and all sufﬁciently long   T , no
index fromMk will go into E . Thus, for all sufﬁciently long   T , E will contain indices of those
sets L1, . . . ,Ln which contain all elements appearing in T . One of these sets is exactly the range of T
and the others are supersets of this range; so N converges to an index for their intersection which
again is an index for the set to be learned. 
Example 6.7. There are two classes S1, S2 which are Ex-learnable from text without any mind change
but whose union is not Ex-learnable from text.
Proof.LetM0,M1, . . . be an effective list of all partial-recursive learners; note that the partial learners
are only included because there is no list of all total recursive learners.
Let Hx = {(x, y) : y ∈ lN} and let Lx be the following subset of Hx: Lx contains (x, 0). For y > 0,
the pair (x, y) is put into Lx iff for every string  ∈ {(x, 0), (x, 1), . . . , (x, y)}∗ of length up to y there
is a  ∈ H ∗x with Mx(),Mx() being both deﬁned and different.
If Mx is a total and an Ex-learner for {H0,H1, . . .} then Mx has a locking-sequence  for Hx .
In particular, there is a y such that || < y and all (x, z) ∈ range() satisfy z < y . It follows that
(x, y), (x, y + 1), . . . /∈ Lx . Thus, Lx is ﬁnite. Due to the construction of Lx, there is even a further
locking-sequence  for Hx such that range() ⊆ Lx . It follows that Mx does not Ex-learn Lx . Thus
the class {L0,H0,L1,H1,L2,H2, . . .} is not Ex-learnable.
But the classes S1 = {L0,L1, . . .} and S2 = {H0,H1, . . .} are both Ex-learnable from text, even
without any mind change. It is sufﬁcient to show this for S1 since the learning of S2 is similar.
The learner abstains from outputting a hypothesis until it sees a tuple of the form (x, y). Then the
learner makes the hypothesis Lx and never revises it again. Note that making no hypothesis can
be formalized by outputting a special symbol [6]; a formalization for this method is omitted here
since optimizing the constant bound on the number of mind changes is not the primary goal of this
work. 
Jain et al. [11] looked at semantic mind changes for learning languages from text and found a
similar result: There are classes S1, S2 which can be learnedwith atmost one semantical mind change
from text while the union S1 ∪ S2 is not BC-learnable from text.
7. Conclusion and future work
Constructive ordinals have been used successfully to count mind changes and so allow to mod-
el the convergence speed of learning rich concept classes like logic programs. This motivated to
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introduce two new general notions of mind change complexity. The naturalness of these notions
was established by giving a number of nice characterizations.
The inﬂuence of the choice of a hypothesis space has been investigated. Furthermore, bounding
the number of hard mind changes for behaviourally correct learning has been investigated. Finally
characterizations in terms of inﬁnite branches of uniformly recursive families of trees are given for
mind change bounds of type 1, 2 and 4.
The four types of mind change notions described in the present work have also been investigated
for language learning frompositive data. FollowingAngluin’s approach to characterize learnability
of uniformly recursive languages from positive data, a similar characterization for learnability of
uniformly recursive languages in the context of mind change bounds of type 2 and 4 is given; Lange
and Zeugmann [18] characterized already type 1.
Future work might address reﬁnements of results in this paper. In particular the use of more
expressive hypothesis spaces to reduce the mind change complexity are likely to yield insights into
the design of empirical learning systems.
Although the present work focuses on properties and characterizations of these general bounds,
future work will also look at concept classes whose learnability can be modelled using the general
bounds of type 3 and type 4.
The referee provided valuable suggestions and many improvements. Furthermore, the authors
thank the referees of the conference version for especially pointing us to the work of Parikh on
quasi-well-orderings and to the work of Kinber and Zeugmann [16] on a different approach to
mind change complexity for BC identiﬁcation.
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